Aspect-category sentiment analysis (ACSA) aims to identify all the aspect categories mentioned in the text and their corresponding sentiment polarities. Some joint models have been proposed to address this task. However, these joint models do not solve the following two problems well: mismatching between the aspect categories and the sentiment words, and data deficiency of some aspect categories. To solve them, we propose a novel joint model which contains a contextualized aspect embedding layer and a shared sentiment prediction layer. The contextualized aspect embedding layer extracts the aspect category related information, which is used to generate aspect-specific representations for sentiment classification like traditional context-independent aspect embedding (CIAE) and is therefore called contextualized aspect embedding (CAE). The CAE can mitigate the mismatching problem because it is semantically more related to sentiment words than CIAE. The shared sentiment prediction layer transfers sentiment knowledge between aspect categories and alleviates the problem caused by data deficiency. Experiments conducted on SemEval 2016 Datasets show that our proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance.
Introduction
Sentiment analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008; Liu, 2012) is an important task in Natural Language Processing (NLP). It deals with the computational treatment of opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in * Equal contribution † Corresponding author text. Aspect-based sentiment analysis (Jo and Oh, 2011; Pontiki et al., 2015; Pontiki et al., 2016 ) is a branch of sentiment analysis and includes two subtasks: aspect-category sentiment analysis (ACSA) and aspect-term sentiment analysis (ATSA). The ACSA task aims to identify all the aspect categories mentioned in the text and their corresponding sentiment polarities, whilst the goal of the ATSA task is to extract all aspect terms and determine the polarity of each aspect term. Aspect category (or simply aspect) is an entity E and attribute A pair, denoted by E#A, and aspect term is the linguistic expression used in the given text to refer to the entity E of each E#A pair (Pontiki et al., 2016) . For the example in Figure 1 , the aspect categories mentioned in the text are AMBIENCE#GENERAL and FOOD#QUALITY, and their sentiment polarities are negative and negative, respectively. The "place" is an aspect term corresponding to AMBIENCE#GENERAL, and its sentiment polarity is positive. In this work, we focus on the ACSA task.
Many methods have been proposed to address the ACSA task. However, most existing methods (Zhou et al., 2015; Movahedi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2016; Ruder et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017; Xue and Li, 2018; Tay et al., 2018) {liyuncong, yincunxiang, weiting, zhonghuiqiang, luojinchang, xusiqi01, wuxiaohui02}@baidu.com ACSA task into two subtasks: aspect category detection (ACD) which detects aspect categories in a text and sentiment classification (SC) which categorizes the sentiment polarities with respect to the detected aspect categories, and perform these two tasks separately. Such two-stage approaches lead to error propagation, that is, errors caused by aspect category detection would affect sentiment classification. To avoid error propagation, previous studies (Schmitt et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018) have proposed some joint models, which jointly model the detection of aspect categories and the classification of their polarity. However, when recognizing sentiment polarities, these joint models can't solve the following two problems well:
• Mismatching between the aspect categories and the sentiment words. Because a text often mentions a few aspect categories whose sentiment polarities are different, it is crucial to allocate the sentiment words for the given aspect accurately. Mismatching means that the model assigns the wrong sentiment words to the corresponding aspect category. The model proposed by Hu et al. (2018) trains a vector called aspect embedding (AE) for each aspect category and exploits attention neural networks and the aspect embeddings to find corresponding sentiment words. Because the aspect embedding is semantically far from the sentiment words, the model may have the problem of mismatching when an unrelated sentiment word is meaningful for the given aspect (Cheng et al., 2017) . For the example in Figure 1 , "fantastic" is a general sentiment word that can be used for both aspect FOOD#QUALITY and aspect AMBIENCE#GENERAL. Given aspect AMBIENCE#GENERAL, the model may attend to "small", "cramped" and "fantastic", making it confusing to predict the sentiment.
• Data deficiency of some aspect categories.
In some public datasets, some aspect categories suffer from data deficiency. For example, The English laptops domain dataset from SemEval-2016 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis task subtask 2 (Pontiki et al., 2016) has a quarter of the aspect categories whose sample size are less than 2. However, Schmitt et al. (2018) and Hu et al. (2018) train separate parameters for each aspect category, which results in underfitting for these aspect categories whose sample are deficient.
To solve those two problems mentioned above, we propose a novel joint model, which contains a contextualized aspect embedding layer and a shared sentiment prediction layer.
The contextualized aspect embedding layer is used to solve the mismatching problem. To solve the mismatching problem, Cheng et al. (2017) propose a hierarchical attention (HEAT) network, which leverages the aspect terms to bridge the gap between the aspect embedding and the sentiment words. However, the HEAT network requires additional aspect term annotation information and ignores the situation where the aspect is mentioned implicitly without any aspect term in texts. The contextualized aspect embedding layer extracts the aspect-related context information which contains not only aspect term information but also sentiment word information indicating aspect implicitly. The aspect-related context information is then used to generate aspect-specific representations for sentiment classification, like traditional aspect embedding. We call the aspectrelated context information contextualized aspect embedding (CAE) and call the traditional aspect embedding context-independent aspect embedding (CIAE) which is fixed when models perform sentiment classification on different texts. We argue that CAE could mitigate the mismatching problem.
The shared sentiment prediction layer is used to solve the data deficiency problem. We observe that the sentiment expressions and their polarities of different aspect categories are transferable. For instance, in In summary, the main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose a novel joint model which contains a contextualized aspect embedding layer and a shared sentiment prediction layer.
• The contextualized aspect embedding generated by the contextualized aspect embedding layer can mitigate the mismatching problem between the aspect categories and the sentiment words.
• The shared sentiment prediction layer transfers sentiment knowledge between aspect categories and alleviates the problem caused by data deficiency.
• The experiments conducted on SemEval 2016 Datasets demonstrate that our proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance.
Related Work
Existing methods for Aspect-Category Sentiment Analysis (ACSA) can be divided into two categories: two-stage methods and joint models. Two-stage methods perform the ACD task and the SC task separately. Zhou et al. (2015) and Movahedi et al. (2019) perform the ACD task. Zhou et al. (2015) propose a semi-supervised word embedding algorithm to obtain word embeddings on a large set of reviews, which are then used to generate deeper and hybrid features to predict the aspect category. Movahedi et al. (2019) utilize topic attention to attend to different aspects of a given text. Many methods (Wang et al., 2016; Ruder et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017; Xue and Li, 2018; Tay et al., 2018) have been proposed for the SC task. Wang et al. (2016) first propose aspect embedding (AE) and uses an Attention-based Long Short-Term Memory Network (AT-LSTM) to generate aspect-specific text representations for sentiment classification based on aspect embedding. Ruder et al. (2016) propose a hierarchical bidirectional LSTM (H-LSTM) to modeling the interdependencies of sentences in a review. Tay et al. (2018) propose a method named Aspect Fusion LSTM (AF-LSTM) to model wordaspect relationships. Xue and Li (2018) propose a model, namely Gated Convolutional network with Aspect Embedding (GCAE), which incorporates aspect information into the neural model by the gating mechanism. These models use aspect embedding to generate aspect-specific text representations, which may cause mismatching between the sentiment words and the aspects. To solve the mismatching problem, Cheng et al. (2017) propose a hierarchical attention (HEAT) network. However, the HEAT network requires additional aspect term annotation information and ignores the situation where the aspect is mentioned implicitly without any aspect term in texts. Meanwhile, all the two-stage methods have the problem of error propagation.
Joint models jointly model the detection of aspect categories and the classification of their polarity. Only a few joint models (Schmitt et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018) have been proposed for ACSA. Schmitt et al. (2018) propose two joint models: End-to-end LSTM and End-to-end CNN, which produce all the aspect categories and their corresponding sentiment polarities at once. Hu et al. (2018) propose constrained attention networks (CAN), which extends AT-LSTM to multi-task settings and introduces orthogonal and sparse regularizations to constrain the attention weight allocation. As a result, the CAN achieves better sentiment classification performance. However, to train the CAN, we need to annotate the multiaspect sentences with overlapping or nonoverlapping. Moreover, The CAN inherits the mismatching problem of the AT-LSTM model. These joint models train separate parameters for each aspect categories, which results in underfitting for these aspect categories whose sample are deficient.
Proposed Model
We first formulate the problem. There are N predefined aspect categories A = { 1 , 2,…, } and M predefined sentiment polarities P = { 1 , 2,…, } in the dataset. Given a sentence or a review, denoted by S = { 1 , 2,…, }, the task is to predict the aspect categories and the corresponding sentiment polarities, i.e., aspectsentiment pairs {< , >}, expressed in the text.
The overall model architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 , which contains five modules: word embedding layer, Bi-LSTM layer, contextualized aspect embedding Layer, aspect category prediction layer, and shared sentiment prediction layer. Then, we display the details of each module and introduce the training objective function.
Word Embedding Layers
The input to our model is a text consisting of words { 1 , 2 , … , }. With a embedding matrix ， the input text is converted to a sequence of
is the dimension of the word embeddings, and | | is the vocabulary size.
Bidirectional LSTM Layer
The word embeddings of the text are then fed into a Bidirectional LSTM (Graves et al., 2013) network (Bi-LSTM) with two LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) networks. We can obtain two hidden representations, and then concatenate the forward hidden state and backward hidden state of each word. Formally, given a sequence of vectors = { 1 , 2 , … , } , Bi-LSTM outputs hidden states = {ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , … , ℎ } . At each time step = 1, 2, … , , the hidden state i h of the Bi-LSTM is computed by:
where ℎ ⃑ ∈ , ℎ ⃐⃑ ∈ , ℎ ∈ 2 , and denote the size of the hidden state of LSTM.
Contextualized Aspect Embedding Layer
In this section, we describe our contextualized aspect embedding layer which extracts the aspectrelated context information which contains not only aspect term information but also sentiment word information indicating aspect implicitly or explicitly. The aspect-related context information is then used to generate aspect-specific representations for sentiment classification like traditional aspect embedding and is therefore called contextualized aspect embedding (CAE). Because semantically closer to sentiment words than CIAE, the CAE can mitigate the mismatching problem. Next, details will be described. The contextualized aspect embedding layer takes as input the output of the embedding layer and the Bi-LSTM layer and generates two vectors for each aspect category by an attention mechanism, which are the contextualized aspect embedding vectors at different semantic levels. The process can be formulated as follows:
where (⋅) is an attention mechanism (Yang et al., 2016) and can be defined as follows: 
where = { 1 , … , , … , } is the sequence of vectors and ∈ . ∈ × , ∈ , and ∈ are the parameters of the attention mechanism.
is the dimensionality of the attention context vector, and is the dimensionality of the input vector. Note that the vector v generated by f(V) is a weighted sum of vectors in V and is in the same semantic space with them.
Aspect Category Prediction Layer
Aspect category prediction layer takes as input the concatenation of the aspect category representations at the word embedding layer and the Bi-LSTM layer and predicts whether the text mentions the aspect category. Formally, for the jth aspect category:
where , , ̂ , and ̂ are the parameters of the jth aspect category.
Shared Sentiment Prediction Layer
In this section, we describe our shared sentiment prediction layer, which generates aspect-specific text representations based on contextualized aspect embedding and performs sentiment classification.
We observe that the sentiment towards different aspects is usually expressed by the same sentiment words. Based on the observation, we propose a shared sentiment classifier layer for the sentiment classification, which is shared by all aspect categories. The shared sentiment classifier layer not only has fewer parameters but also transfers sentiment knowledge between aspect categories.
Also, instead of context-independent aspect embedding, the CAEs generated by contextualized aspect embedding layer at the output of the word embedding layer and Bi-LSTM layer are used to generate aspect-specific sentiment representations at different semantic levels. This method can better model the relationship between the aspect categories and the sentiment words, thereby alleviating mismatching between them.
First, an attention mechanism is used to conduct input features of the shared sentiment prediction layer. For the jth aspect category, the input features of the jth aspect category can be defined as follows:
= ( , )
where X and H are the output of the word embedding layer and Bi-LSTM layer, respectively. and are the contextualized aspect embedding of the jth aspect category at the output of the word embedding layer and Bi-LSTM layer respectively.
(⋅) is an attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) and can be defined as follows:
where is a sequence vectors { 1 , 2 , … , } , is the query vector of the attention. Note that we use the dot product to compute attention weights because the query vector and the key vector of the attention are in the same semantic space in our model design. By this way, the attention does not import new parameters. Second, the input features of the jth aspect are fed to a fully connected layer with the ReLU activation function and then the output of the fully connected layer is fed to another fully connected layer with the softmax activation function to generate sentiment probability distribution.
where , , ̂ , and ̂ are the shared parameters of all aspect categories.
Loss
For aspect category detection task, as each prediction is a binary classification problem, the loss function is defined by:
For the sentiment classification task, the loss function is defined by:
where for aspect categories not mentioned in the text, = 0 = 1,2, . . , .
We jointly train our model for the two tasks. The parameters in our model are then trained by minimizing the combined loss function:
where α is the weight of sentiment polarity classification loss,  is the L2 regularization factor and  contains all the parameters except for Bi-LSTM layer's parameters. Furthermore, to avoid over-fitting, we adopt the dropout strategy to enhance our model.
Experiments

Datasets
We conduct experiments on four public datasets from SemEval-2016 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis task 5 (Pontiki et al., 2016) : CH-CAME-SB1: is a Chinese sentence-level dataset about digital cameras domain.
CH-PHNS-SB1: is a Chinese sentence-level dataset about mobile phones domain.
EN-REST-SB2: is an English review-level dataset about restaurants domain.
EN-LAPT-SB2: is an English review-level dataset about laptops domain.
We randomly split the original training set into training, validation sets in the ratio 9:1. We use quartiles to measure the distribution of the sample size of aspects in these datasets. Detailed statistics are summarized in Table 2 . Particularly, for the three datasets, CH-CAME-SB1, CH-PHNS-SB1, and EN-LAPT-SB2, the sample size of 50% of the aspects are no more than 7.
Evaluation Metrics
We use micro-averaged F1-scores as the evaluation metric for both the ACSA and the ACD:
where precision and recall are defined as:
Here S is the set of aspect-sentiment pair or aspect category annotations (in ACSA and ACD, respectively) that a model returns for all the test texts, and G is the set of the gold (correct) aspectsentiment pair or aspect category annotations.
To evaluate the SC task, we use the gold aspect category annotations to select sentiment polarities model predicts and calculated the accuracy.
Comparison Methods
We select the following methods for comparison.
H-LSTM (Ruder et al., 2016) performs the SC task, which uses a hierarchical bidirectional LSTM to model the interdependencies of sentences in a review, and generate aspect-specific sentence representations.
End-to-end LSTM(Schmitt et al., 2018) performs the ACSA task, which jointly models the detection of aspects and the classification of their polarity in an end-to-end trainable neural network.
End-to-end CNN (Schmitt et al., 2018) is an CNN version of End-to-end LSTM, which replaces the Bi-LSTM with a convolutional neural network (CNN) described in (Kim, 2014) .
SemEval-2016 Best is the best model for each subtask of SemEval-2016 Aspect based Sentiment Analysis task (Pontiki et al., 2016) .
HEAT-BiGRU (Cheng et al., 2017) performs the SC task, capturing the aspect term information of a text and uses the aspect term information to capture the aspect-specific sentiment information. Table 2 : Statistics for 4 data sets. #aspect and #polarity represent the number of predefined aspects and sentiment polarities, respectively. #train, #dev, and #test represent the number of training sets, validation sets, and test sets sample size, respectively. #min/#max indicates the minimum/ maximum value of the aspect sample size. #Q1, #Q2, #Q3 are the first quartile, the second quartile, and the third quartile of the aspect sample size, respectively. Table 2 To verify the validity of the contextualized aspect embedding and the shared sentiment prediction layer, we create several variants of our model.
Our -w/o Share was added to show the validity of the shared sentiment classifier, which trains a separate sentiment layer for each aspect.
Our -w/o CAE was added to show the validity of the contextualized aspect embedding. Compared to our final model, context-independent aspect embedding is used to generate aspectspecific sentiment information. The aspect embedding matrix is randomly initialized and is trained during training.
Implementation Details
We implement all models in Keras. We set λ = 0.01 and gradient clipping norm to 5. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer is applied to minimize the loss. We apply a dropout of p = 0.5 after the embedding and Bi-LSTM layers. Hidden layer size for Bi-LSTM is 100. We use 300-dimensional word embeddings. We use GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings which are pre-trained on an unlabeled corpus whose size is about 840 billion for English and Skip-Gram (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) embeddings which are pretrained on the Baidu Encyclopedia dataset for Chinese. If an aspect is not mentioned, its corresponding sentiment label is set to a zero vector. We set threshold τ = 0.25 for aspect category detection. While batch size is 32 on CAME-SB1 and CH-PHNS-SB1, batch size is 10 on EN-LAPT-SB2 and EN-REST-SB2. The sentiment classification loss weight is 1 on CH-CAME-SB1, CH-PHNS-SB1, and EN-LAPT-SB2, and is 0.6 on EN-REST-SB2. To reduce the randomness of results, we train each model three times and report their averaged scores.
Models
EN-REST-SB2 (three)
HEAT-BiGRU 83.0 Our Model -w/o Share 83.72 83.63 Table 3 : Results of the SC task on the three-class EN-REST-SB2 dataset, containing three class polarities (positive, negative, and neutral). Table 6 : Results of the ACD task in terms of micro-averaged F1-scores(%). Table 6 show our experimental results on the four public datasets for the ACSA, SC, and ACD tasks, respectively. The best results are marked in bold. Table 4 , shows the experimental results for the ACSA task, which show the overall performance of the joint model. Firstly, we observe that our proposed joint models outperform the baseline model on all datasets. Secondly, the CAE improves the model performance on all datasets, which means CAE is better at capturing the relation between aspect categories and sentiment words than traditional context-independent aspect embedding. Finally, the shared sentiment prediction layer improves the model performance on the CH-CAME-SB1, CH-PHNS-SB1, and EN-LAPT-SB2 datasets, but brings a little performance degradation on EN-REST-SB2 dataset. The possible reason is that the sample size of aspect categories in the EN-REST-SB2 dataset is enough to train independent parameters, and parameter sharing brings some noise.
Models CH-CAME-SB1 CH-PHNS-SB1 EN-LAPT-SB2 EN-REST-SB2
Results
We also report the experimental results for the SC task in Table 5 . Firstly, we observe that our models achieved state-of-the-art performance on all datasets. Secondly, our CAE layer improved the model performances on all datasets again. Thirdly, our shared sentiment layer increases model performance by 13.45%, 16.64% and 5.38% on CH-CAME-SB1, CH-PHNS-SB1, and EN-LAPT-SB2 datasets, respectively. The reason is that the three datasets have many aspect categories which have a few instances and benefit from parameter sharing. This shows that our shared parameter prediction layer can alleviate the problem caused by data deficiency. Meanwhile, our model underperforms its variant (-w/o Share) on the EN-REST-SB2 dataset, the reason of which is similar to the ACSA task. Furthermore, to compare with HEAT-BiGRU (Cheng et al., 2017) , we conducted experiments on three-class EN-REST-SB2 dataset which only contains three classes sentiment polarities (positive, negative, and neutral). The result reported in Table 3 shows that our models have better performance, and the CAE is more powerful than aspect term information. Table 6 shows the results for the ACD task. Although we did not specifically optimize the ACD task, our models still achieve competitive performance.
Specifically, our models outperformed the best submission of SemEval-2016 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis task 5 (Pontiki et al., 2016) on the CH-PHNS-SB1 and EN-LAPT-SB2 datasets.
Case Studies
To have an intuitive understanding of our proposed shared sentiment prediction layer for the SC task, we use the EN-LAPT-SB2 dataset to illustrate the impact of knowledge transferring. The selected aspect from the dataset is OS#MISCELLANEOUS. There are only two samples with both negative polarity in the training set, while there are two samples in the test set, whose polarities are negative and positive, respectively. Table 7 shows that our model can predict positive sentiment. After removing the shared layer, our model fails to predict the positive one, which confirms the importance of shared sentiment prediction layer.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel joint model which contains a contextualized aspect embedding layer and a shared sentiment prediction layer. The contextualized aspect embedding generated by the contextualized aspect embedding layer can mitigate the mismatching problem between the aspect categories and the sentiment words. The shared sentiment prediction layer transfers sentiment knowledge between aspect categories and alleviates the problem caused by data deficiency. We conducted experiments on four datasets from SemEval-2016 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis task 5. The experimental results show that our model outperformed the baseline methods on the ACSA task, and outperformed the state-of-the-arts on the SC task.
